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Generation of microwave pulses from the static electric field of a capacitor
array by an underdense, relativistic ionization front *
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The dc to ac radiation converter is a new device in which a relativistic ionization front directly
converts the static electric field of an array of alternatively biased capacitors into a pulse of tunable
radiation. In a proof-of-principle experiment frequencies between 6 and 21 GHz were generated
with plasma densities in the 1012 cm23 range and a capacitor period 2d59.4 cm. In the present
experiment, short pulses with frequencies between 39 and 84 GHz are generated in a structure with
2d52 cm. The frequency spectra of these pulses are measured using a diffraction grating. The
spectra are discrete, and their center frequency varies linearly with the gas pressure prior to
ionization~or plasma density!, as expected from theory. Their relative spectral width is around 18%,
consistent with the expected number of cycles~six! contained in the pulses. An upper limit of 750
psec~bandwidth detection limited! is placed on the pulses length. The emitted frequency increases
from 53 to 93 GHz when the capacitors are connected by pair to obtain a effective array period of
4 cm. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~98!92405-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Two classes of radiation sources have proven to be
tremely successful in producing high-power and/or hig
frequency radiation. The first class uses emission from
electron beams to produce electromagnetic~EM! radiation
from the microwave frequency range to the infrared~IR!
~klystrons, gyrotrons, free electron lasers, masers,...! and
even vacuum ultraviolet~VUV ! ~synchrotrons!. The second
class uses transitions between atomic or molecular state
produce EM radiation from IR to the VUV~lasers!. Re-
cently, alternate sources that directly convert static elec
fields into EM radiation have been successfully tested
vacuum devices1 and in photoswitched semiconductors.2 In
addition, laser-produced ionization fronts have been use
upshift the frequency of an existing radiation source3 from
35 GHz to more than 150 GHz by a mechanism describe
phase modulation in a time-varying medium,4 or photon
acceleration.5

In the new device,6 the radiation is produced throug
conversion of the static (v050) electric field from an array
of alternatively biased capacitors of period 2d ~wave number
k05p/d! by a laser-produced, underdense, relativistic io
ization front. Each time the front crosses a capacitor it tr
gers a burst of current and, consequently, a burst of bro
band radiation. The bursts from each capacitor s
coherently with a phase determined by the front velocity
produce an EM radiation pulse in the plasma with a parti
lar frequency and propagation direction. Since the wave t

*Paper qThpI2-4 Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.42, 2062~1997!.
†Invited speaker.
a!Electronic mail: muggli@ee.ucla.edu
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~ac! that exits the plasma is similar to the waveform of t
static~dc! electric field, we refer to this device as a dc to
Radiation Converter or DARC source. The energy carried
the EM pulse is taken from the electrostatic energy of
capacitor array. The laser pulse energy is used for the
ization of the working gas only. The frequency of the E
pulse is tunable by adjusting either the plasma density~i.e.,
the working gas pressure prior to ionization! or the capacitor
spacingd. In principle, the pulse can be completely tailore
for a specific application by modulating the distance betwe
the capacitors along the array~frequency chirping!, and by
adjusting the voltage applied to each capacitor~temporal
shape!. The number of cycles of radiation is equal to half t
number of capacitors in the array, and the device can p
duce very short~few cycles! EM pulses. By choosing the
capacitor periodd and the appropriate plasma density t
device can be operated from the microwave to the IR
teraherz frequency range. Applications for a high-pow
tunable, ultrashort pulse source ranges from advance r
and remote sensing to ultrafast chemical and biological
aging, ultrafast interaction in solids, atomic physics, etc.

Beside the EM mode excited in the plasma that is
main focus of this paper, a zero-frequency magnetic mo
the free-streaming or picket-fence mode, is theorized to
excited. This mode has never been observed experiment
and should be observable in the DARC source. Also a sm
fraction of the energy is reflected at a very high-frequen
(vR>4g f

2k0c) since it experiences a double Doppler fr
quency upshift upon reflection off the relativistic (g f

.1000) ionization front.
This paper reviews the theory6 ~Sec. II! and the first

experimental results7 obtained with a DARC source withd
2 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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2113Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 5, No. 5, May 1998 Muggli et al.
54.7 cm which produced radiation between 6 and 21 G
~Sec. III A!. Section III B describes new experimental resu
obtained with a Ka-band device (d51 cm) that illustrate
unique features of the device, including the production
ultrashort microwave pulses (,750 psec) and broad tunabi
ity ~e.g., 39–84 GHz! with relatively narrow bandwidth
spectrum ('18%), consistent with the number of cycles e
pected in the pulse~six!. Other DARC sources that will be
tested in the near future are described in Sec. IV. A summ
is given in Sec. V.

II. THEORY

The geometry of the DARC source is shown in Fig. 1.
a simple one-dimensional~1-D! description the electric field
between the alternatively biased capacitor plates is of
form E5E0 sin(k0x)y, wherek05p/d andd is the distance
between adjacent capacitors~see Fig. 1!. The structure is
filled with a working gas and an ionization front is created
a short laser pulse~tL,d/c, c the speed of light! traveling
through the structure from left to right. The velocity of th
ionization frontn f is equal to the group velocity of the lase
pulse ~of frequency vL! in the ionized gas:v f5c(1
2vpe

2 /vL
2), wherevpe

2 5nee
2/«0me is the plasma frequenc

in the plasma of densityne left behind the ionization front. In
generalvL@vpe , v f>c, and the front’s relativistic factor is
large g f5(12v f

2/c2)1/2>vL /vpe@1. To derive the fre-
quency of the radiation generated~EM wave transmitted
through the front into the plasma!, consider the situation in a
frame moving with the ionization front. The Lorenz tran
formed electrostatic field of the capacitor array approxima
an electromagnetic wave (v f>c) with frequencyv85k0v f

>k0c and B085E08/v f>E08/c ~the primed quantities are in
the front’s frame!. In the front’s frame the EM wave of fre
quencyv85g fk0v f is incident in the2x direction upon the
ionization front which is static atx50, and gives rise to a
reflected wave~moving in the1x direction!, and to a trans-
mitted wave~moving in the2x direction! into the plasma.
All these EM waves are at the same frequencyv8. The EM
wave transmitted into the plasma is the tunable radiation

FIG. 1. Geometry of the DARC source. The static electric field of
capacitor array~E0 ahead of the ionizing laser pulse! is converted into
frequency tunable radiation upon transmission through the ionization fr
In this diagram~macrostructure!, the radiation pulse~labeledT1! follows the
ionization front. The other modes excited at the boundary are the refle
mode (R), two plasma modes~T2 andT3!, and the free-streaming mode o
the picket-fence mode (Ts).
Downloaded 14 Aug 2009 to 128.97.92.208. Redistribution subject to AIP
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is the primary subject of this paper. In the plasma it satis
the usual dispersion relation:v825vpe

2 1k08
2c2; vpe is a Lo-

renz invariant. Transforming back into the laboratory fram
the frequency of the EM wave that exits the plasma is giv
by6

v5g f
2k0v fF12

v f

c S 12
vpe

2

g f
2k0

2v f
2D 1/2G . ~1!

Whenv8@vpe , namelyvL@vpe
2 /k0v f , Eq. ~1! can be ap-

proximated by

v>
k0v f

2
1

vpe
2

2k0v f
. ~2!

For a given plasma density Eq.~2! has a minimum for
k0,min5vpe/vf . Structures withk0.k0,min are called micro-
structures. Structures withk0,k0,min are called macrostruc
tures and are used in the experiments described in this pa
For a givenk0 , frequency tuning is achieved by changing t
plasma density@Eq. ~2!#, i.e., the neutral gas density prior t
ionization. The frequency produced by the DARC sour
varies linearly with the plasma densityne .

The frequency of the transmitted EM wave can also
obtained in the laboratory frame from the continuity of t
phase of the different waves at the moving boundary~ioniza-
tion front!. The phase of the ‘‘incident wave’’ is given b
2k0x ~static field,v050!, while the phase of the transmitte
wave is given byvt2kx, wherev and k satisfy v25vpe

2

1k2c2. Equating the phases atx5v f t and substituting fork
gives the result in Eq.~1!. Dispersion curves for the modes
play in the DARC source are plotted in Fig. 2 for the ma
rostructure case. The frequency and wave number of
transmitted mode are obtained from the intersection~labeled
T1 in Fig. 2! of the EM wave in the plasma with the straig
line of slopev/k5v f passing byk52k0 . The EM mode is
generated with positive phase and group velocities, wh
indicates that the EM pulse follows the ionization front (v f

.0) and exits the source on the same side as the laser p
exits. Since the actual electric field generated by the cap
tors has anx component~2-D field!, coupling to electrostatic
plasma modes~labeledT2 and T3 in Fig. 2! also occurs.
Assuming that the electron–ion pairs are created at res
the ionization process~i.e., j50 andr50 at the boundary

t.

ed

FIG. 2. Dispersion curves~v-k diagram! for the different modes existing in
the DARC source. The modes excited at the ionization front are the tun
radiation (T1), the plasma modes~T2 , T3!, the free-streaming mode (Ts),
and the reflected wave (R). Their frequencies and wave numbers can
obtained from this diagram.
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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x5v f t!, a fourth plasma mode~labeledTs in Fig. 2!, called
the free-streaming or picket-fence mode, is also excited
consists of a static (vs50) magnetic field, perpendicular t
the capacitors electric field, with a direction alternating
space with the same periodicity 2d as the static electric field
~see Fig. 1!. This mode is sustained by the steady curre
flowing between the capacitor plates. In the case wherD
!k0 the static electric field of the capacitor array can
expanded as6

Ey5 (
n50

`
~21!n2k0V0

p sinh~@2n11#k0b/2!
ei ~2n11!k0x

3cosh~@2n11#k0y!,
~3!

Ex5 (
n50

`
i ~21!n2k0V0

p sinh~@2n11#k0b/2!
ei ~2n11!k0x

3sinh~@2n11#k0y!,

where the origin is placed in the middle of one of the capa
tors, andV0 is the total voltage applied to the capacito
Near the axis, the first term~n50, amplitudeE0! in the sum
is approximately equal toV0 /b, is always the largest by a
factor 3 or more, and is the only one retained in the follo
ing analysis. To ensure the continuity of the fields eve
where along the boundary, all the modes are assumed to
the same spatial characteristics as the static field@Eq. ~3!#.
The sinh and cosh terms Fourier decompose into an infi
number of ky components, and because of the dispers
relation for the transverse modes (v25vpe

2 1kx
2c21ky

2c2),
eachky component would lead to a differentv andkx . How-
ever, for large upshift (vpe@k0c) the ky

2c2 term ~of order
k0

2c2! in the dispersion relation can be neglected, and
transmitted mode can be considered as having a single
quency. To obtain the amplitudes of the fields for the fi
modes (R,T1 ,T2 ,T3 ,Ts) the boundary conditions for th
fields have to be solved in the front’s frame and the res
transformed back into the laboratory frame. For a large
shift (vpe /k0c@1) and a relativistic ionization front (v f

>c) they are approximated by

T1>112~k0c/vpe!
2,

T2>2k0c/2vpe~112k0c/vpe!,

T3>2k0c/2vpe3~112k0c/vpe!, ~4!

Ts>21,

R>~2vpe /g fb fk0c!2.

Thus the amplitude of the electric field of the transmitted E
wave is approximately equal to that of the static electric fi
E0 of the capacitors (T1>1). Note thatTs is defined as
cBs /E0 . With an array ofN capacitors the output pulse
N/2 cycles long, i.e., its time duration ist5Np/v, and its
bandwidth scales asDv/v'2/N and depends on the particu
lar pulse shape. Assuming that the plasma completely shi
the capacitors field, the energy carried by the output puls
given by
Downloaded 14 Aug 2009 to 128.97.92.208. Redistribution subject to AIP
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1

2
A«0

m0

NpA

v
T1

2E0
2, ~5!

where A is the spot area of the ionizing laser pul
(A<a3b the waveguide cross area!. The output power is
given by

Pout5
Wv

Np
5

1

2
A«0

m0
AT1

2E0
2. ~6!

The efficiency of the deviceh, defined as the ratio of the
energy in the output pulse to the electrostatic energy sto
in the ionized volume, is given by

h5
1

2

k0c

v
T1

2. ~7!

For large upshift~v@k0c, T1'1!, the efficiency tends to-
ward h'l/d'4k0

2c2/vp
2. The energy of the laser pulse

not included inh. The above analysis is valid only for shar
fronts @i.e., front spatial extend much less than (g f

2k0)21#. A
WKB analysis shows that the results for the transmit
mode remain the same for continuous fronts.6 The sharpness
of the ionization front depends on the ionizing laser pu
length and on the ionizing process.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Large structure

The large structure consists ofN512 capacitorsa
54.1 cm wide withb51.5 cm, d54.7 cm, and the gap be
tween capacitors isD50.6 cm. The working gas is azulen
~C8H10, ionization potential 7.42 eV!, and azulene vapor of a
few millitorrs is obtained by sublimation of azulene crysta
around 100 °C. Two photon ionization by a 50 psec, 30 m
8 mm in diameter ultraviolet (lL5266 nm) laser pulse
yields to plasma densities in the 131011 to 531012 cm23

range. For a fixed laser pulse intensity, the plasma densi
expected to be linearly proportional to the initial azule
vapor pressure. The plasma densityne is calibrated versus
the azulene vapor pressure~for a fixed laser pulse intensity!
by interferometry at 60 GHz in a Q-band waveguide vacu
system. The calibration is 5.131011 cm23/mT of azulene
with 30 mJ of UV energy. A dc high voltage~HV! between
300 and 1000 V is applied to the capacitors. With the
experimental parameters, Eq.~2! predicts that frequencies in
the 10 GHz range should be produced. At these frequen
the capacitor array dimensions~a andb! are comparable to
the wavelengths of the radiation generated (l'3 cm). The
waveguide effect of the array can be taken into accoun
Eq. ~2! @or Eq. ~1!# by assuming that only one TE mod
propagates in the structure:

v>
k0v f

2
1

vc,mn
2

2k0v f
1

vpe
2

2k0v f

>
1

2k0c
~k0

2c21vc,mn
2 1vpe

2 !, ~8!

wherevc,mn5c@(n2p/a)21(m2p/b)2#1/2 is the cutoff fre-
quency for the TEmn mode in the waveguide of transvers
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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dimensionsa and b. The waveguide slows down the wav
generated and increases its frequency~for a given plasma
density!, in agreement with the general frequency upshifti
theory.6 Experimentally, the frequency is measured using
cutoff waveguide technique. Starting from zero azulene p
sure, the laser is fired while observing the signal on a mic
wave diode placed after a section of waveguide, and a h
all in a given band. For pressures~and thus plasma densities!
such that the frequency generated is lower than the cu
frequency (f c) of the fundamental TE10 mode of the rectan-
gular waveguide, no signal is observed. When the pres
gives rise to a frequency approximately equal to the cu
frequency, an onset of the signal is observed on the mi
wave diode as a function of the gas pressure. The sig
reaches a plateau for slightly higher pressures. Figur
shows the plasma densities at which the signal onset
been observed on the X-, Ku-, K-, and Ka-band diodes. A
plotted are the plasma frequency and the frequency expe
from the DARC source according to Eq.~8!, assuming the
radiation propagates in the TE10 mode. The three lower fre
quency data points are in good agreement with the the
@Eq. ~8!#. Azulene is an organic molecule and the absorb
UV photons may not necessarily lead to the ionization of
molecule. This translates into a relatively large photon
sorption ~.10% over a 60 cm length at 1 mT!, but corre-
sponds to a small fractional ionization (,1.5%). At a pres-
sure of 5 mT, corresponding to the onset of the high
frequency data point on Fig. 3, only 10% of the incident U
energy is transmitted through the structure. The plasma d
sity decreases along the structure, and is on average lo
than that expected from the calibration. As a result the m
sured frequency is lower than that predicted by Eq.~8!. Error
bars in Fig. 3 correspond to the pressure range over w
the onset occurred. Figure 3 demonstrates that with
DARC source continuously tunable radiation between 6
21 GHz can be produced.7 The amplitude of the signal de
tected by an X-band microwave diode is plotted in Fig. 4

FIG. 3. Frequency generated by the large DARC source (d54.7 cm!, as
measured with the cutoff waveguide technique versus plasma density
experimental points are obtained with detection systems in the X-band~f c

56.560 GHz, circle!, Ku-band ~f c59.490 GHz, square!, K-band ~f c

514.080 GHz, triangle!, and Ka-band~f c521.100 GHz, diamond!. The
line dashed is the plasma frequency and the continuous line is the frequ
expected from the DARC source according to Eq.~8! for the TE10 mode.
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a function of the dc applied voltage and follows theV0
2 (V0

>E0•b) dependency predicted by Eq.~6!. Calibration of the
microwave diode leads to maximum power levels of a f
hundred milliwatts. Equation~6! predicts power levels of a
few hundred watts for the maximum applied voltage. Co
test measurements indicate that the output coupling e
ciency of the structure is of the order of230 dB or less and
could account for the low output power levels measured
the experiment.

B. Ka-band structure

In the Ka-band structure, the capacitor array consists
N512 capacitors with a periodd51 cm. The capacitor
plates are separated byb50.3556 cm and area52b wide
~Fig. 5!. The side walls are kept continuous along the str
ture and thea and b dimensions correspond to those of
Ka-band waveguide. All the dc breaks areD50.0635 cm
wide in order to minimize HV breakdown. Pulsed HV~'300
ns full width at half-maximum, up to 6 kV peak voltage! is
applied alternatively to the top or bottom plate of the capa
tors, while the other plate and the continuous side wall
kept at ground potential. The working gas is TMAE@Tetrak-
is~dimethylamino!ethylene or C10H24N4, ionization potential
5.36 eV# an organic liquid that is ionized through two
photon photoionization by the 266 nm laser pulse~4.68 eV
photons!. The TMAE has a relatively high vapor pressure
room temperature~boiling point 59°! and no energy deple

he

cy

FIG. 4. Intensity of the microwave signal as a function of the applied vo
ageV0 , detected by an X-band diode at an azulene pressure of 1 mTne

51•1012 cm23), corresponding to a frequency of around 10 GHz~see Fig.
3!. The line is the best fit to aP}V0

2 dependency predicted by Eq.~6!.

FIG. 5. Schematic of the capacitor array that forms the slotted Ka-b
waveguide, and its relevant dimensions. Only six capacitors are shown
real structure hasN512 capacitors. The side wall of the waveguide is ke
continuous, whereas the top and bottom walls are cut into capacitor pl
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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tion of the UV laser beam has been observed at pressure
to 1 Torr. The voltage the structure can withstand witho
breakdown decreases with increasing TMAE pressure
ultimately limits the frequencies@Eq. ~8!# and powers
('V0

2) reachable in this experiment. According to Eq.~8!
frequencies above the Ka-band cutoff frequency~21.10 GHz!
can be generated with plasma densities higher t
1.551.5531012 cm23 ~assuming propagation in the TE10

rectangular mode!. The frequency spectrum of the radiatio
generated with a given plasma density is measured usi
microwave grating consisting of 50 6.64-mm grooves a
blazed with a 30° angle. The incident wave iss-polarized
and the signal is observed in them521 or m522 reflec-
tion orders. For a grating with a blazing angle of 26°458, the
reflection efficiency is strongly reduced8 for ml/d,0.7, i.e.,
for frequencies larger than 64.5 GHz in them521 order
with a groove spacing of 6.64 mm. Thus in this experim
~blazing angle of 30°! frequencies above 60 GHz are o
served in them522 order. A waveguide and detection d
ode with the appropriate cutoff frequency are used to ens
that the signals observed at large incidence angle are re
second-order reflections. The angle between the emitting
the receiving horn is kept constant~15°! while the grating is
rotated to acquire the frequency spectrum~see Fig. 6!. The
microwave signal is detected using a DXP-22 millitech® di-
ode ~Q-band! and a 1 GHz bandwidth scope or digitiz
connected to a computer-controlled data acquisition syst
The spectrum is constructed from multiple shots taken
different angles of incidence on the grating. Cold test m
surements with a Ka-band frequency sweeper show tha
resolution of the frequency measurement system is 4 G
between 26.5 and 40 GHz. This value is in agreement w
the value obtained from the grating equation (] f /]u) times
the equivalent horns/grating collection angle (Du>6°). The
resolution can thus be calculated for larger incident frequ
cies for which no cold test is performed and is found to
around 12 GHz at 60 GHz. Note that observing higher f
quencies in them522 order preserves the good resoluti
(D f / f <10%) measured up to 40 GHz.

Figure 7 shows the microwave signal when reflec
from the back of the grating~acting as a plane mirror with a

FIG. 6. Experimental setup for the frequency spectra measurements a
30 GHz. The angle between the emitting horn and the receiving horn is
constant while the grating is rotated.
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7.5° incidence angle!. The full width at half-maximum
~FWHM! of the signal is 750 psec, and is bandwidth limite
by the RC time constant of the microwave diode, cable, a
oscilloscope~>1 GHz bandwidth!. At this TMAE pressure
(PTMAE514 mT), the pulse center frequency is expected
be about 65 GHz~see Fig. 10! with a pulsewidth ofpN/v
>93 psec.~Similar signals were obtained over the who
frequency range of Fig. 10.! To our knowledge these are th
shortest pulses in this frequency range.9 Figure 8 shows the
frequency spectrum of the radiation measured at TM
pressures of 2, 5, and 24 mT, leading to center frequencie
39 and 53,~observed in them521 order!, and 84 GHz
~observed in them522 order!, respectively. These spectr
are discrete and their relative spectral widthDv/v defined
as the ratio of the FWHM to their center frequency, togeth
with the width of spectra obtained at 8 and 12 mT~not

ve
pt
FIG. 7. The microwave signal detected by the microwave diode observe
a 1-GHz bandwidth oscilloscope. The FWHM is about 750 ps and is de
tion bandwidth limited.PTMAE514 mT, V055.3 kV, f >65 GHz, N512;
theory predicts that the pulse duration should bepN/v>93 ps.

FIG. 8. Frequency spectra obtained at 2 mT~circles and long-dash line!, 5
mT ~squares and short-dash line!, and 24 mT~triangles and continuous line!
of TMAE pressure. The lines are added to guide the eyes. The spectr
obtained by observing the signal reflected in them521 ~2 and 5 mT! and
m522 order ~24 mT! of a microwave grating with 50 6.64-mm groove
blazed with a 30° angle. The spectra are normalized to their peak value
center frequencies are 39, 53, and 84 GHz, and their respective FWHM
7.0 GHz ~18%!, 10.9 GHz ~20%!, and 19.6 GHz~23%!. The frequency
resolution is about 4 GHz or 10% between 26 and 40 GHz both in the
and second reflection order.
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shown!, is plotted on Fig. 9. The relative spectral widths a
consistent with the expected width ofN/256 cycles pulses:
Dv/v52/N>15%. The shape and the width of the fr
quency spectra~see Fig. 8! and thus the time shape of th
pulses are affected by the frequency-dependent distrib
losses introduced by the dc breaks. The frequency ve
TMAE pressure as measured with the grating system an
cutoff wave guide is plotted in Fig. 10. An estimate for t
plasma densities necessary to produce the observed freq
cies is obtained from the best linear fit of Fig. 10 and yie
a TMAE pressure to plasma density conversion factor
7.1231011 cm23/mT of TMAE, corresponding to an ioniza
tion fraction around 2%. The plasma density was measu
for the same laser intensity in a U-band waveguide inter
ometer at 60 GHz described in Ref. 3, and the convers

FIG. 9. Relative spectral width of the spectra measured at different TM
pressures 2, 5, 8, 12, and 24 mT versus the spectra central frequency
continuous line is the value expected for a pulse withN/256 cycles:
Dv/v>2/N>15%.

FIG. 10. Frequency versus TMAE pressure as measured with the gr
arrangement~open circles!, and with the cutoff waveguide method~filled
circle!. The error bars correspond to the measured FWHM and to the ra
over signal onset was observed. The spectra are observed in them521
order of the grating at 2, 5, and 8 mT, and in them522 order of the grating
at 12 and 24 mT. The line shows the best linear fit to these data points
corresponds to a plasma density of 7.1231011 cm23/mT of TMAE. The
triangle atPTMAE50 corresponds to the frequency value obtained from
~8! with d51 cm, vpe

2 50, and for the TE10 mode. Also shown, the fre-
quency that would be obtained if the plasma frequency followed the 4
31011 cm23/mT of TMAE calibration~dashed line!.
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factor obtained was 4.6331011 cm23/mT of TMAE. The dis-
crepancy between these two numbers is not understoo
this point but will be further investigated. The fit on Fig. 1
crosses thePTMAE50 axis at a frequency of 39 GHz instea
of the 22.31 GHz obtained from Eq.~8! for the TE10 mode
with vpe50. Interferometry traces atPTMAE50 indicate the
creation of a plasma density around 231012 cm23, probably
caused by ionization of the window surface and by la
beam interception along the waveguide walls. According
Eq. ~8! the plasma density necessary to generate 39 G
radiation is about 531012 cm23.

The frequency of the radiation produced by the DAR
source can be changed, for a given plasma density, by ch
ing the capacitor array period@Eq. ~8!#. In the experiment
this is achieved by electrically connecting the capacitors
pairs, i.e., changingd into 2d. The frequency spectra mea
sured with the 2d and 4d periods are plotted in Fig. 11. Th
center frequencies are 53 (m521! and 93 GHz (m522!, in
good agreement with the results of Fig. 10 and Eq.~8!. A 7
cm long section of W-band waveguide (f c559.010 GHz) is
used to ensure that the high-frequency signal is in them522
reflection order of the grating. The high-frequency spectr
is broader than the low-frequency spectrum, but is narro
than expected for theN/253 cycles signal.

Figure 12 shows the microwave signal measured
PTMAE515 mT, as a function of the applied voltage. Th
signal follows theP'V0

2 (V0>E0•b) dependency predicted
by Eq. ~6!. The diode is calibrated with a cw microwav
signal at the appropriate frequency. Assuming that for pul
of duration shorter than that given by the detection syst
bandwidth~corresponding to 750 psec, see Fig. 7! the diode
produces signals proportional to the pulse energy, and
suming that the actual pulse duration is that of a six-cy
pulse at the frequency inferred from the TMAE pressure~see
Fig. 10!, an estimate of the output power level can be o
tained from the diode signals. Such an estimate places
maximum signals observed with this structure in the 1
mW range for an applied voltage of 5 kV.

E
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ng

ge

nd

.

3

FIG. 11. Frequency spectra obtained with the 12 capacitors connecte
ternatively, i.e., with a period 2d and N/256 cycles~circles, continuous
line!, and with the capacitors connected by pairs, i.e., with an effec
period 4d andN/253 cycles~diamonds, dashed line!. The lines are added
to guide the eyes. The center frequencies are 53 and 93 GHz, and
FWHM are 8 GHz~15%! and 21 GHz~23%!, respectively.
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IV. OTHER DARC SOURCES

When operated in the microwave frequency range,
capacitor array has to act as a waveguide with accept
transmission characteristics. The sources that were teste
far ~see previous paragraph! exhibit relatively poor transmis
sion characteristics in cold tests, which probably accounts
the relatively low power signals measured. The dc break
the capacitor array perturb the wall current necessary for
free propagation of the waveguide modes. These struct
are essentially capacitor arrays supporting microwave pro
gation. In order to improve the microwave characteristics
the DARC source, and to take full advantage of the poten
high output power of the scheme, a source in the X-ba
~Fig. 13! has been designed in which the capacitor plates
replaced by pins inserted in the waveguide through sm
hole in its narrow side wall. Cold test results indicate that
transmission characteristics of this device are those of a p
waveguide, except for stopbands created by the pins peri
structure. For example, the distance between the pins ca
chosen such that the first stopband appears outside o
X-band frequency range~8.20–12.40 GHz!. Calculations of
the electric field pattern inside the waveguide show that
stored energy available for conversion into EM radiation
only a factor of 3 smaller than in the plate case. The out

FIG. 12. Microwave signal as a function of the applied voltageV0 at
PTMAE515 mT corresponding to a frequency of around 65 GHz. The lin
the best fit to aP}V0

2 dependency predicted by Eq.~6!.

FIG. 13. Schematic of a DARC source in the X-band. The pins introdu
through the narrow side wall of the waveguide play the role of capacitors
cold test the structure exhibits no insertion, except for narrow stopba
created by the periodic pins.
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power of this device should thus be much higher than tha
the previous devices. This DARC source will be tested in
near future.

Equations~1! or ~2! indicate that a DARC source with
periodd of 330mm produces teraherz radiation with plasm
densities in the 1017 cm23 range. Such a device has bee
built and will be operated in the 5–20mm wavelength range
The plasma density required to produce those short wa
lengths will be obtained through field ionization of nitroge
or xenon by a high-intensity femtosecond laser pulse.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The DARC source is a new device in which the sta
electric field of an array of alternatively biased capacitors
directly converted into EM radiation by a laser-produc
relativistic ionization front. The results presented in this p
per show that microwaves between 6 and 21 GHz and 39
93 GHz are produced with two devices with capacitor sp
ing in the centimeter range~d54.7 and 1.0 cm, period 2d!
and plasma densities in the 1012– 1013 cm23 range. The ra-
diation frequency can be tuned either by adjusting the plas
density~i.e., gas pressure prior to ionization! or the distance
d between the capacitors. The pulses frequency spectra
discrete with a center frequency that varies linearly with
plasma density, and with a relative FWHM around 18
consistent with their expected number of cycles~N/256, N
is the number of capacitors in the array!. The pulses are
expected to be extremely short~,200 psec above 30 GHz
Ka-band source!, and an upper bound to their width is ex
perimentally placed at 750 psec~detection bandwidth lim-
ited!. The amplitude of the measured signals follows theV0

2

dependency~V0 voltage applied to the capacitors! predicted
by theory, but their power level remains lower than expec
~in the 100 mW range up toV055 kV!. Cold test measure
ments show that the cut in the waveguide necessary for
capacitor array introduces an insertion loss of arou
230 dB between 26.5 and 40 GHz~Ka-band! that certainly
contributes to the low observed powers. Expression~6! is
derive from a plane wave propagation theory. However,
the microwave frequency range the excitation and propa
tion of the generated radiation should take into account
characteristics of the supporting structure~‘‘waveguide’’!. A
new structure has been built in an X-band waveguide t
exhibits no insertion loss between the narrow stopbands
troduced by the periodic pins that act as capacitor plates.
issue of the power effectively produced by the DARC sou
and coupled to a waveguide mode will be better addres
with that structure. The range of frequencies generated by
DARC source will be extended to the terahertz range wit
structure with a capacitor spacing of 330mm and a plasma
density around 1017 cm23. Experiments are conducted to d
tect the never observed free-streaming or picket-fence m
a zero-frequency magnetic mode that is theoretically exc
in the DARC source.
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